


For over ten years, RAINROCK® has been developing high quality garden ac-
cessories that are unique, functional and environmentally conscious. Our goal 
has always been to enhance the lives of garden enthusiasts by providing excep-
tional products for both indoors and out with the added peace of mind that we 
care about the environment as much as they do. 

This year, we are taking the next step by introducing our new Sustainable-
Stone™ material across our product line. SustainableStone is a revolutionary 
new material, unmatched in its sustainability while offering distinct advantages 
in weight and strength versus traditional materials. We invite you to explore 
this new catalog to learn more and hope you enjoy the products as much as we 
have enjoyed creating them. Our new line includes five categories of products, 
all produced with our revolutionary SustainableStone: 

 Deck & Patio products that can be used for most planting applications 
 Accessories to enhance the beauty of our pots and your garden 
 Water Features to invite nature in and bring life to outdoor spaces 
 Entryway Pots that make stunning architectural statements 
 Petite Pots to bring the garden indoors 

Each piece is meticulously tested for functionality and designed with conve-
nience and durability in mind. Rainrock’s unique designs and our new material 
combine into one-of-a-kind environmentally conscious garden accessories. 
Functionality, originality, quality and sustainability continue to remain the most 
important features of RAINROCK products. 

Warm regards, 

Laura Broyhill 
Founder 



About SustainableStone™ 

 Weight: 
       Lighter than typical concrete 
       Benefit: Lower cost shipping and distribution costs, easier handling 
 Strength: 
       Stronger than typical concrete 
       Benefit: Lower breakage risk 
 Sustainability: 
       Up to 98% use of green, recycled and sustainable materials. 
       Benefit: Environmentally friendly, low energy manufacturing, US jobs

Our proprietary formulation does not include any Portland cement so the carbon 
footprint is significantly less than our competitors. We also employ manufactur-
ing and distribution processes designed to be as environmentally conscious as 
possible, including: 

 Manufacturing waste reuse in the product line 
 Low energy manufacturing with less water use
 Sustainable mold making process 
 Locally sourced sustainable ingredients 
 Reduced to-market shipping costs 

RAINROCK products are proudly made in the US in Bozeman, MT.

SustainableStone™, the new proprietary eco-
stone material used in all RAINROCK products, 
offers significant benefits to consumers through 
high strength, reduced weight and near 100% 
sustainability. SustainableStone is made from 
reclaimed and recycled materials that can be 
molded into unique products. 

              Our product formulation combines recycled 
container glass and industrial by products such as fly ash and blast furnace 
slag, resulting in a structural grade concrete that is near 100 % recycled.  

SustainableStone offers noticeable benefits to your customers: 



Bowl Pot

Square Pot 

RR624S
Sand

RR624M
Mahagony

RR624A
Ash

RR624O
Obsidian

RR625S
Sand

RR625M
Mahagony

RR625A
Ash

RR625O
Obsidian

18”W x 10”BW x 18”H
15”W x 9”BW x 15”H
12”W x 7”BW x 12”H

RR624 - Set of 3

24“W x 14”H x 11”BW
20”W x 10”H x 9”BW
16”W x 8”H x 7”BW

RR625 - Set of 3

Developed to fit the size and feel of any deck or patio, this line of unique 
pots and saucers is available in five shapes with small, medium and large size 
options.  From the sleek silhouette of our tapered square and rectangular 
pots to traditional bowl and egg shapes, these pots are large enough to hold 
dramatic arrangements and make a bold statement.  All deck and patio pots 
come with drainage saucers and are frost resistant for year round use.

Available in four color options: Ash, Mahogany, Sand and Obsidian. Sold in 
sets of three. 

Deck & Patio Pots



Tall Square Pot

Egg Pot

Rectangle Pot

RR626S
Sand

RR626M
Mahagony

RR626A
Ash

RR626O
Obsidian

RR628S
Sand

RR628M
Mahagony

RR628A
Ash

RR628O
Obsidian

RR627S
Sand

RR627M
Mahagony

RR627A
Ash

RR627O
Obsidian

13”W x 24”H x 10”BW
10”W x 19”H x 8”BW
9”W x 16.5”H x 7”BW

18”W x 18”H x 11”BW
15”W x 15”H x 9”BW
12”W x 12”H x 7”BW

RR628 - Set of 3

RR626 - Set of 3

26”L x 13”Wx 13”H 
22”L x 10.5”W x 10.5”H

18”L x 8”W x 8”H

RR627 - Set of 3



Our accessories add flair and style to any garden, providing an array of options 
to showcase prize arrangements or use accents to draw attention. 

Square Pedestal

RR629S
Sand

RR629M
Mahagony

RR629A
Ash

RR629O
Obsidian

12”W x 12”H
Fits all but the lagest of sizes
RR629 - Mix Case of 4

Square Pedestal in use
Pots sold seperately

Square Pedestal - This square pedestal fits all of our pot shapes and accommodates 
all but the largest of sizes. An integrated groove-fit system on the top and bottom of 
each pedestal allows stacking fo r different heights. Stack two of pedestals for added 
height or place two side by side as a base for rectangular pots.

Accessories



Pot Feet

Ornamental Ball Statuary

RR620S
Sand

RR620M
Mahagony

RR620A
Ash

RR620O
Obsidian

RR636S
Sand

RR636M
Mahagony

RR636A
Ash

RR636O
Obsidian

Pot Feet in use
Pots sold seperately

12”W, 8”W, 4”W

4” L x 2” H

RR620 - Mixed case of 4
                  sets of 3

RR636 - 
Mixed Case of 24

3 Pot Feet needed 4 Pot Feet needed

Pot Feet - These attractive pot feet improve drainage for plants and help prevent 
moisture stains on deck and patio surfaces by elevating pots.. 

Ornamental Ball Statuary - Add style and character to your garden with our set of 
three incrementally sized ornamental ball statuary,  Displayed individually through-
out your garden or clustered together for a more dramatic statement, ball statuary 
showcases our SustainableStone materials by allowing recycled glass to reflect sun-
light in ever changing ways.  Frost resistant for year round use.



Invite nature in with RAINROCK bird baths and water features.  Strong and 
graceful, these beautiful garden accents create playful reflections of sunlight from 
the recycled glass in SustainableStone to add beauty and warmth to any setting 

Round Bird Bath 

Water Bowl

RR630S
Sand

RR630M
Mahagony

RR630A
Ash

RR630O
Obsidian

RR632S
Sand

RR632M
Mahagony

RR632A
Ash

RR632O
Obsidian

18”W x 24”H 

RR630 - Individual

24”W x 14”H x 11”BW

RR632 - Individual

Bird Bath - A wonderful attraction for feathered visitors, our turn and lock sys-
tem keep the bowl and pedestal in place for security. Frost resistant to use season 
after season.

Water Bowl - Graceful garden bowls enhance any deck, garden or entryway, 
sized perfectly for floating flowers, water plants and more. Frost resistant to use 
season after season. 

Water Features



Rimmed Egg Pot 

Rimmed Pot Bellied Pot

RR623S
Sand

RR623M
Mahagony

RR623A
Ash

RR623O
Obsidian

RR622S
Sand

RR622M
Mahagony

RR622A
Ash

RR622O
Obsidian

34”W x 26”BW x 34”H
28”W x 20”BW x 28”H
22”W x 14”BW x 22”H

RR622 -Set of 3

38”W x 27”H
28”W x 20”H
18”W x 13”H

RR623 - Set of 3

Our oversized entryway pots make a dramatic architectural statement to welcome 
guests.  Use varying heights to create beautiful landscaped clusters.  Available with 
drainage saucers and frost resistant for year round use.

Entryway Pots



Bring the outdoors inside with our petite pots.  Beautiful, functional and versa-
tile, these small wonders are perfect accents in any décor.  All petite pots feature 
drainage saucers and are frost resistant for indoor or outdoor use.

Round Pot 

Square Pot

RR602S
Sand

RR602M
Mahagony

RR602A
Ash

RR602O
Obsidian

RR600S
Sand

RR600M
Mahagony

RR600A
Ash

RR600O
Obsidian

8”W x 8”H
6”W x 6H

RR602  
 -Case of 4 sets of 2

8” x 8” 
6” x 6”

RR600 
- Case of 4 sets of 2

Round - A Functional round shaped pot that will add style to any arangement.

Square - A basic square shaped pot that will add character to any arrangement

Petite Pots



Herb Holder

Fluted Pot

RR608S
Sand

RR608M
Mahagony

RR608A
Ash

RR608O
Obsidian

RR603S
Sand

RR603M
Mahagony

RR603A
Ash

RR603O
Obsidian

6”H x 17”L- Pots 6”
squared

RR608 - Case of 4

9”W x 6”BW x 10”H
7”W x 5”BW x 8”H

RR603
- Case of 4 sets of 2

Fluted - A beautifully shaped fluted pot that will add height and elegance to any 
arrangement. 

Herb Holder - Grow fresh herbs year round in this herb holder that includes 
three 6”x 6” pots and drainage saucer. You can also use any combination of the 
four colors offered to create versatility.
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